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streets, relying on her wits and her friend Vince to help her find places to
sleep and food to eat. The city's quieter now that most people are gone,
and no one seems to know what to do as the end approaches. But then
Emerson and Vince meet Carl, who tells them that he has been granting
people's wishes. He gave his car away so a woman could take her son to
see the ocean for the first time, and he gives Emerson and Vince all the
money he has in his wallet. Suddenly this last day seems full of
possibility. Emerson and Vince can grant a lot of wishes in 27 hours --maybe even their own.
Princess of Thorns Stacey Jay 2014 After ten years of exile among fairies
who teach her to use her magically-enhanced strength and courage,
Sleeping Beauty's daughter Aurora enlists the help of Niklaas, eleventh
son of King Eldorio, in the fight to reclaim her throne.
The Turning Pointe Vanessa L. Torres 2022-02-22 A bold and
emotionally gripping novel about a teenage Latinx girl finding freedom
through dance and breaking expectations in 1980s Minnesota. When
sixteen-year-old Rosa Dominguez pirouettes, she is poetry in pointe
shoes. And as the daughter of a tyrant ballet Master, Rosa seems
destined to become the star principal dancer of her studio. But Rosa
would do anything for one hour in the dance studio upstairs where
Prince, the Purple One himself, is in the house. After her father

Take Me There Susane Colasanti 2009-05-14 Romance and revenge
from the atuthor of the City Love trilogy. Rhiannon is devastated after
the breakup with her boyfriend and wants him back. Nicole's ex is still
pining for her, but she can't help having a new crush. And then there is
James, hopelessly in love with Rhiannon, who can't see that their
friendship can be so much more. Just when things couldn't get more
complicated, the school's resident mean girl decides she is intent on
ruining everyone's life. James, Nicole, and Rhiannon are not going to let
this slide, but will their desire to take down the mean girl bring these
three friends exactly what they want?
I Remember You Cathleen Davitt Bell 2015 Juliet and Lucas are falling
in love, but when Lucas "remembers" things about Juliet he could not
possibly know, Juliet begins to wonder if something is wrong.
All We Have Is Now Lisa Schroeder 2015-07-28 From the author of
THE BRIDGE FROM ME TO YOU, a groundbreaking novel about what
matters most -- when time is running out. What do you do with your last
day on earth? There are 27 hours and fifteen minutes left until an
asteroid strikes North America, and, for Emerson and everyone else who
didn't leave, the world will end. But Emerson's world already ended
when she ran away from home last year. Since then she has lived on the
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announces their upcoming auditions for a concert with Prince, Rosa is
more determined than ever to succeed. Then Nikki--the cross-dressing,
funky boy who works in the dance shop--leaps into her life. Weighed
down by family expectations, Rosa is at a crossroads, desperate to
escape so she can show everyone what she can do when freed of her
pointe shoes. Now is her chance to break away from a life in tulle,
grooving to that unmistakable Minneapolis sound reverberating through
every bone in her body.
Love Songs & Other Lies Jessica Pennington 2018-04-24 Interning for a
battling bands reality television show, teenaged Vee reconnects with
Cam, her first love (and her first heartbreak), but the media spotlight
threatens to expose the couple's past secrets.
Everything That Makes You Moriah McStay 2015-03-17 Ever wonder
"What if?" Everything That Makes You is a romantic, epic story about one
girl—and her two possible lives after an accident changes her fate. Fiona
Doyle's face was horribly scarred as a child. She writes about her
frustrations and dreams in notebooks, penning song lyrics. But she'd
never be brave enough to sing those songs in public. Fi Doyle never had
an accident. She's the best lacrosse player in the state and can't be
distracted by her friend who wants to be more than that. But then her
luck on the field goes south. Alternating chapters between Fiona and Fi
tell two stories about the same girl—hopes and dreams and crushes,
fears and failures and loss. This beautifully written realistic
contemporary novel with a twist is perfect for fans of If I Stay by Gayle
Forman and Before I Fall by Lauren Oliver.
Now & Forever Susane Colasanti 2015
The Moon and More Sarah Dessen 2015-05-05 In her eleventh novel,
Sarah Dessen returns to the beach town of Colby, setting of some of her
best-loved books. Emaline is a Colby native, and so summer at the beach
for her means hard work and a new population of beach goers. During
this, her last summer before college, Emaline meets Theo while working
for her family's rental business. He's a city boy who's come to Colby as
the assistant to a high-strung documentary filmmaker who's in town to
profile a reclusive local artist. Emaline knows he's not her type, but she
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can't help feeling drawn to him. And as their relationship develops,
Emaline finds herself questioning her own goals, values, and choices in
this classic Dessen romance.
Between the Notes Sharon Huss Roat 2015-06-16 After Ivy is forced to
move to "the wrong side of the tracks" due to economic hard times, she
discovers that not everything—or everyone—is what they seem, even
herself. Fans of Jenny Han and Sarah Dessen will love this funny,
poignant, and relatable story. When Ivy Emerson's family loses their
house—complete with her beloved piano—the fear of what's to come
seizes her like a bad case of stage fright. Forced to give up her
allowance, her cell phone, and the window seat in her lilac-colored
bedroom, Ivy moves with her family from her affluent neighborhood to
Lakeside, aka "the wrong side of the tracks." Hiding the truth from her
friends—and the cute new guy in school, who may have secrets of his
own—seems like a good idea at first. But when the bad-boy-next door
threatens to ruin everything, Ivy's carefully crafted lies begin to unravel .
. . and there is no way to stop them. Once things get to the breaking
point, Ivy turns to her music, some surprising new friends, and the
trusting heart of her disabled little brother. And she may be surprised
that not everyone is who she thought they were . . . including herself.
Waiting for You Susane Colasanti 2010 Fifteen-year-old high school
sophomore Marisa, who has an anxiety disorder, decides that this is the
year she will get what she wants--a boyfriend and a social life--but things
do not turn out exactly the way she expects them to.
All I Need Susane Colasanti 2014-05-15 When Skye, a hopeless
romantic, meets Seth, hurt by a recent break-up, at an end-of-summer
party they connect instantly, but their love is tested when she returns to
high school and he begins to work his way through an Ivy-League
college.
Things We Know by Heart Jessi Kirby 2015-04-21 In this unforgettable
novel, Quinn Sullivan falls for the recipient of her boyfriend’s donated
heart. Printz Award winner John Corey Whaley calls it “not just a love
story, but one with a ferocious pulse.” After Quinn’s boyfriend, Trent,
dies in an accident their junior year, she reaches out to the recipients of
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his donated organs in hopes of picking up the fragments of her nowunrecognizable life. But whoever received Trent’s heart has chosen to
remain silent. The essence of a person, Quinn has always believed, is in
the heart. If she finds Trent’s, then in a way, she will still have a piece of
him. Risking everything to get closure once and for all, Quinn goes
outside the system to track down nineteen-year-old Colton Thomas,
whose life has been forever changed by this priceless gift. But what
starts as an accidental run-in quickly develops into something more,
sparking an undeniable attraction. She doesn’t want to give in to
it—especially since he has no idea how they’re connected—but the time
Quinn spends with Colton makes her feel alive again. No matter how
hard she’s falling for Colton, though, each beat of his heart reminds her
of all she’s lost . . . and all that remains at stake. Perfect for fans of Sarah
Dessen, this unique and emotional story about an unexpected bond
between two strangers will leave no heart untouched.
City Love Susane Colasanti 2015-04-21 In this first book of a captivating
new series by bestselling author Susane Colasanti, three girls share a
Manhattan apartment the summer before college begins. City Love
captures the essence of summer love, self-discovery, and sisterhood, a
perfect fit for fans of Sarah Dessen, Jenny Han, and Jennifer E. Smith.
This summer will change everything for Sadie, Darcy, and Rosanna.
Sadie is all about dreaming big and following her heart, hoping her soul
mate is right around the corner. Darcy wants a summer of boy
adventures with New York City as her playground. Rosanna is running
from dark secrets of her past, desperate to reinvent herself. With no
parents, no rules, and an entire city to explore, these three girls are on
the verge of the best summer of their lives. Told from alternating points
of view, City Love resonates with the moments when everything is
thrilling, amazing, and terrifying all at once . . . in a way it will never be
again.
Now and Forever Susane Colasanti 2015-05-05 When Sterling's
boyfriend Ethan and his band become a YouTube sensation, she's thrown
headfirst into the glam world of celebrity, but soon she wonders whose
dream she is living and what one does when "forever" comes to an end.
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Simultaneous eBook.
The Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight Jennifer E. Smith
2012-01-02 Quirks of timing feature in this romantic novel about family
connections, second chances, and first loves. Set over a twenty-fourhour-period, Hadley and Oliver find that true love can be unexpected.
Today should be one of the worst days of seventeen-year-old Hadley
Sullivan's life. Having just missed her flight, she's stuck at JFK airport
and late to her father's second wedding, which is taking place in London
and involves a soon-to-be stepmother Hadley's never even met. Then she
meets the perfect boy in the airport's cramped waiting area. His name is
Oliver, he's British, and he's sitting in her row. A long night on the plane
passes in the blink of an eye, and Hadley and Oliver lose track of each
other in the airport chaos upon arrival. Can fate intervene to bring them
together once more? !--EndFragment-PS I Like You Kasie West 2018-06-07 While daydreaming in Chemistry
class, Lily scribbles some of her favorite song lyrics onto her desk. The
next day, she finds that someone has continued the lyrics on the desk.
Soon, Lily and her anonymous pen pal are exchanging letters. As Lily
attempts to unravel the mystery, she discovers that she may be falling for
her mystery writer...
Love You Hate You Miss You Elizabeth Scott 2009-05-26 Get this, I'm
supposed to be starting a journal about "my journey." Please. I can see it
now: Dear Diary, As I'm set adrift on this crazy sea called "life" . . . I
don't think so. It's been seventy-five days. Amy's sick of her parents
suddenly taking an interest in her. And she's really sick of people asking
her about Julia. Julia's gone now, and she doesn't want to talk about it.
They wouldn't get it, anyway. They wouldn't understand what it feels like
to have your best friend ripped away from you. They wouldn't understand
what it feels like to know it's your fault. Amy's shrink thinks it would help
to start a diary. Instead, Amy starts writing letters to Julia. But as she
writes letter after letter, she begins to realize that the past wasn't as
perfect as she thought it was—and the present deserves a chance too.
The Catastrophic History of You & Me Jess Rothenberg 2013 Just before
her sixteenth birthday, Brie Eagan dies of a broken heart when her
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boyfriend tells her he does not love her, and she then must go through
the stages of grief, while watching her friends and family try to cope with
her death.
Forever in Love Susane Colasanti 2017-07-11 From bestselling author
Susane Colasanti comes the bittersweet ending to the City Love trilogy,
featuring three girls sharing an apartment in New York City the summer
before college begins. Forever in Love captures the essence of summer
love, self-discovery, and sisterhood, a perfect fit for fans of Sarah Dessen,
Jenny Han, and Jennifer E. Smith. Sadie is trying to find the strength to
confront a past family trauma and forgive the boy who broke her heart.
Darcy needs to figure out how to make it on her own for the first time
and finally accept the love she deserves. Rosanna's boyfriend might still
be in love with his ex…and she can recognize the abuse of her past
reflected in a girl who needs her help. As the summer comes to an end,
will they learn to love themselves and support one another with a bond of
sisterhood that will never be broken? Told from alternating points of
view, Forever in Love celebrates three girls who will be forever in love
with the endless possibilities their futures hold.
Something Like Fate Susane Colasanti 2010-05-04 Best friends Lani and
Erin couldn’t be more different. Lani’s reserved and thoughtful; Erin’s
bubbly and outgoing. Lani likes to do her own thing; Erin prefers an
entourage. There’s no possible way they could be interested in the same
guy. So when Erin starts dating Jason, Lani can’t believe she feels such a
deep connection with him—and it may be mutual. The more Lani fights it,
the more certain she feels that it’s her fate to be with Jason. But what do
you do when the love of your life is the one person you can’t have? Watch
a Video
How to Be an American Housewife Margaret Dilloway 2010-08-05 A
mother-daughter story about the strong pull of tradition, and the lure
and cost of breaking free of it. When Shoko decided to marry an
American GI and leave Japan, she had her parents' blessing, her
brother's scorn, and a gift from her husband-a book on how to be a
proper American housewife. As she crossed the ocean to America, Shoko
also brought with her a secret she would need to keep her entire life...
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Half a century later, Shoko's plans to finally return to Japan and
reconcile with her brother are derailed by illness. In her place, she sends
her grown American daughter, Sue, a divorced single mother whose own
life isn't what she hoped for. As Sue takes in Japan, with all its beauty
and contradictions, she discovers another side to her mother and returns
to America unexpectedly changed and irrevocably touched.
How to Disappear Sharon Huss Roat 2017-08-15 From the author of
Between the Notes comes a story that shines a light on our love of social
media and how sometimes being the person you think you want to be
isn’t as great as being the person you truly are. Perfect for fans of Vivi
Greene’s Sing and Susane Colasanti’s Now and Forever. Vicky Decker’s
social anxiety has helped her to master the art of hiding in plain sight,
appearing only to her best friend, Jenna. But when Jenna moves away,
Vicky’s isolation becomes unbearable. So she decides to invent a social
life by Photoshopping herself into other people’s photos and posting
them on Instagram under the screen name Vicurious. Instantly, she
begins to get followers, and soon, Vicky has made a whole new life for
herself without ever leaving her bedroom. But the more followers she
amasses online, the clearer it becomes that there are a lot of people out
there who feel like her—#alone and #ignored in real life. To help them,
and herself, she must stop living vicariously and start bringing the magic
of Vicurious back to life.
Once and for All Sarah Dessen 2017-06-06 From Sarah Dessen, the
beloved New York Times bestselling author of SAINT ANYTHING and
JUST LISTEN, comes a new novel set in the world of wedding planning!
Is it really better to have loved and lost? Louna's summer job is to help
brides plan their perfect day, even though she stopped believing in
happily-ever-after when her first love ended tragically. But charming girlmagnet Ambrose isn't about to be discouraged now that he's met the one
he really wants. Maybe Louna's second chance is standing right in front
of her. Sarah Dessen’s many fans will adore this latest novel, a richly
satisfying, enormously entertaining story with humor, romance, and an
ending that is so much more than happily-ever-after.
Anna and the French Kiss Stephanie Perkins 2013-12-16 Anna is less
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than thrilled to be shipped off to boarding school in Paris, leaving a
fledgling romance behind – until she meets Étienne St. Clair. Smart,
charming, beautiful, Étienne has it all...including a girlfriend. But in the
City of Light, wishes have a way of coming true. Will a year of romantic
near-misses end with a longed-for French kiss? "Magical...really captures
the feeling of being in love" - Cassandra Clare, author of The Mortal
Instruments series NPR's Year's Best Teen Reads, 2010. NPR's 100 BestEver Teen Novels, Number 53. Cybils Award Finalist for Young Adult
Fiction, 2011. YALSA's Best Fiction for Young Adults. 2012 list YALSA's
Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults: Forbidden Romance, 2012.
TAYSHAS Reading List, 2012. Georgia Peach Book Award for Teen
Readers, Honor, 2012-13.
The Truth About Forever Sarah Dessen 2006-04-06 From the awardwinning and New York Times bestselling author of Once and for All
Expect the unexpected. Macy’s got her whole summer carefully planned.
But her plans didn’t include a job at Wish Catering. And they certainly
didn’t include Wes. But Macy soon discovers that the things you expect
least are sometimes the things you need most. “Dessen gracefully
balances comedy with tragedy and introduces a complex heroine worth
getting to know.” —Publishers Weekly Sarah Dessen is the winner of the
Margaret A. Edwards Award for her contributions to YA literature, as
well as the Romantic Times Career Achievement Award. Books by Sarah
Dessen: That Summer Someone Like You Keeping the Moon Dreamland
This Lullaby The Truth About Forever Just Listen Lock and Key Along for
the Ride What Happened to Goodbye The Moon and More Saint Anything
Once and for All
Keep Holding On Susane Colasanti 2012-05-31 An honest romance and
an empowering book about bullying --from the author of the City Love
trilogy Noelle's life is all about survival. Even her best friend doesn't
know how much she gets bullied, or the ways her mom neglects her.
Noelle's kept so much about her life a secret for so long that when her
longtime crush Julian Porter starts paying attention to her, she's
terrified. Surely it's safer to stay hidden than to risk the pain of a broken
heart. But when the antagonism of her classmates takes a dramatic turn,
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Noelle realizes it's time to stand up for herself--and for the love that
keeps her holding on.
When Summer Ends Jessica Pennington 2019-04-09 Three months Two
changed fates One chance to fall in love Aiden Emerson is an all-star
pitcher and the all-around golden boy of Riverton. Or at least he was,
before he quit the team the last day of junior year without any
explanation. How could he tell people he’s losing his vision at seventeen?
Straight-laced Olivia thought she had life all figured out. But when her
dream internship falls apart, her estranged mother comes back into her
life, and her longtime boyfriend ghosts her right before summer break,
she starts to think fate has a weird sense of humor. Each struggling to
find a new direction, Aiden and Olivia decide to live summer by chance,
letting coin flips, card pulls, and rock, paper, scissors make all the hard
decisions. Every fleeting adventure and stolen kiss is as fragile as a coin
flip in this heartfelt journey to love and self-discovery from the author of
Love Songs & Other Lies. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Coming Up for Air Miranda Kenneally 2017-07-04 Swim. Eat. Shower.
School. Snack. Swim. Swim. Swim. Dinner. Homework. Bed. Repeat. All
of Maggie's focus and free time is spent swimming. She's not only
striving to earn scholarships—she's training to qualify for the Olympics.
It helps that her best friend, Levi, is also on the team, and cheers her on.
But Levi's already earned an Olympic tryout, so Maggie feels even more
pressure to succeed. And it's not until Maggie's away on a college visit
that she realizes how much of the "typical" high school experience she's
missed by being in the pool. No one to shy away from a challenge,
Maggie decides to squeeze the most out of her senior year. First up?
Making out with a guy. And Levi could be the perfect candidate. After all,
they already spend a lot of time together. But as Maggie slowly starts to
uncover new feelings for Levi, how much is she willing to sacrifice in the
water to win at love?
When It Happens Susane Colasanti 2012-05-03 An off-the-wall love story
told in two voices. Straight-laced Sara dreams of two things: getting into
her first-choice university and finding true love. Rock-loving slacker
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Tobey also dreams of two things: winning Battle of the Bands - and
winning Sara. He is determined to make her fall in love with him. Tobey's
quirky wit and big blue eyes are hard for Sara to ignore. But can a
scruffy rock-star wannabe ever win the heart of a girl who's both
beautiful and brainy? Sara and Tobey's intense connection will have you
rooting for them from the very minute they meet!
August and Everything After Jennifer Salvato Doktorski 2018-05-01 One
last summer to escape, to find herself, to figure out what comes next.
Fans of Sarah Dessen and Jenny Han will love this contemporary,
coming-of-age romance. Graduation was supposed to be a relief. Except
Quinn can't avoid the rumors that plagued her throughout high school or
the barrage of well-intentioned questions about her college plans. How is
she supposed to know what she wants to do for the next four years, let
alone the rest of her life? And why does no one understand that it's hard
for her to think about the future—or feel as if she even deserves
one—when her best friend is dead? Spending the summer with her aunt
on the Jersey shore may just be the fresh start Quinn so desperately
needs. And when she meets Malcolm, a musician with his own haunted
past, she starts to believe in second chances. Can Quinn find love while
finding herself?
Major Crush Jennifer Echols 2008-06-16 Marching to the beat of a
different drum... Tired of the beauty-pagean circuit, Virginia Sauter
tosses her tiara, pierces her nose, and auditions for the most unlikely of
roles -- drum major of the high school marching band. Virginia wins, but
is forced to share the title with Drew, whose family has held the position
for generations. Sure, Drew is hot, but because of his superior attitude,
he and Virginia are constantly arguing. That is, until they share more
than just their half-time salute... But as the drum major's heated
competition turns to sizzling romance, explosive rumors threaten
everything -- including the band's success. Love seemed to be a sure hit,
but Virginia and Drew may be marching straight into disaster.
My Life Next Door Huntley Fitzpatrick 2013 When Samantha, the
daugher of a Republican state senator, falls in love with the boy next
door, she discovers a different way to live, but when her mother is
now-and-forever-susane-colasanti

involved in an accident Sam must make some difficult choices.
Getting Over Max Cooper Marcelle Karp 2022-04-19 Letting go is a
beach. Jazz Jacobson has spent fourteen of her sixteen summers on Fire
Island. It's just an hour from Manhattan but feels like a world away,
where Jazz thrives in the absence of the social hierarchies and pressures
of high school. Most of all, it's the place where she's reunited with her
best friend, Macy Whelan. This summer starts out strong when the cute
new boy on the island seems to like Jazz (hello, first boyfriend?). But it's
hard to focus on her own crush when Macy's still obsessing over her
hookup from last summer, Max Cooper. Jazz can't believe how cold and
mean Max is to Macy. But when Macy starts to seriously act out, Jazz
begins to see that she knows only one side of the story . . . and that she
has to help her friend before something terrible happens. Boundaries are
crossed and the edge of sanity is tested in Marcelle Karp's debut novel,
which celebrates the complicated dynamics of female friendship and the
heartbreaking ache of first love.
So Much Closer Susane Colasanti 2013-05-01 Girl meets boy. Boy moves
to New York. Girl follows boy, determined to make him love her back.
But then the city works its magic on the lonely girl, inspiring her to
dream of so much more...
Lost in Love Susane Colasanti 2016-05-03 In this second book of the
City Love trilogy by bestselling author Susane Colasanti, three girls
share a Manhattan apartment the summer before college begins. Lost in
Love captures the essence of summer love, self-discovery, and
sisterhood, a perfect fit for fans of Sarah Dessen, Jenny Han, and Jennifer
E. Smith. Sadie was convinced that Austin was her soul mate, but after
discovering his secret she wonders if she even knows him at all. Darcy
was all about fun boy adventures with no strings attached . . . until her
ex moves to New York City to win her back. Things are getting serious
with Rosanna and her boyfriend, but will she be able to break free of her
past and let him in? With no parents, no rules, and an entire city to
explore, this is the summer that will change their lives forever. Told from
alternating points of view, Lost in Love weaves a story of first love, first
heartbreak, and everything in between.
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life of the party, and she’s ready for a carefree senior year of hanging out
with friends and hooking up with cute boys. And her first order of
business? New guy Will. She can’t get enough of his Midwestern accent
and laidback swagger. As the sparks start to fly, Will wants to get
serious. Tia’s seen how caring too much has left her sisters heartbroken,
and she isn’t interested in commitment. But pushing Will away drives
him into the arms of another girl. Tia tells herself it’s no big deal…until
the yearbook elections are announced. Getting voted Biggest Flirts with
Will is, well, awkward. They may just be friends, but their chemistry is
beginning to jeopardize Will’s new relationship—and causing Tia to
reconsider her true feelings. What started as a lighthearted fling is about
to get very complicated…
Don't Die, My Love Lurlene McDaniel 2013 Falling in love with Luke, a
talented football player with a promising future, Julie Ellis encourages
him to see a doctor when he falls ill, and she is horrified when he is
diagnosed with Hodgkin's lymphoma.
Open Road Summer Emery Lord 2014-04-15 Taylor Swift meets Sarah
Dessen in this emotional summer story of love and true friendship

Trusting You & Other Lies Nicole Williams 2017-06-20 A seductive
summer romance worth swooning over from a USA Today and New York
Times bestselling author, perfect for fans of Sarah Dessen and Stephanie
Perkins. Phoenix can’t imagine anything worse than being shipped off to
family summer camp. Her parents have been fighting for the past two
years—do they seriously think being crammed in a cabin with Phoenix
and her little brother, Harry, will make things better? On top of that,
Phoenix is stuck training with Callum—the head counselor who is
seriously cute but a complete know-it-all. His hot-cold attitude means
he’s impossible to figure out—and even harder to rely on. But despite her
better judgment, Phoenix is attracted to Callum. And he’s promising
Phoenix a summer she’ll never forget. Can she trust him? Or is this just
another lie? “A charming summer romance.” —Booklist
Biggest Flirts Jennifer Echols 2014-05-20 Tia and Will’s lives get flipped
upside down when they’re voted Yearbook’s Biggest Flirts in this sassy
novel from the author of Endless Summer and The One That I Want. Tia
just wants to have fun. She’s worked hard to earn her reputation as the
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